To The Summit
Lighthouse
Students

MOTHER MARY: We have just heard back from a musician who
has been in the Teachings for some 50 years. What he said is of great
importance to you. From this, you will see that those who should be
there, do not feel welcomed.
MOSHE: What he said after he heard the 33.01 decree posted was
that he said, “I am a musician. This is the way the decree is supposed
to be given!” There was a very long pause.

In a great apology, he said:
“I hear the decree as a musician. I have an excuse not to go
to decrees because I am working. But whether it has been
Minneapolis or elsewhere, it is the same, I do not want to go to
decrees.”
“When you have a $9,000,000 price booty to kill someone,
this comes through your decrees. Is it the so-called subconscious
momentums? you have from doing the bloody dagger inserts? Not
exactly though that comes through!
“It is the ‘we want to get someone in the White House’ that
comes through the decrees that I hear. We will kill and maim if we
have to.”
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“It is the ‘we will kill her even if we have to go ourselves as
we will get the $9,000,000’ that comes through the decrees.”
“In Minneapolis, the hatred from Annice Booth and XX
came through in the decrees— well, sorry— I’m a musician, I can’t
help it! Really, I’m sorry! I hear the decrees being given and the
voice carries the message. So if they say “bolts of blue lightning” it is
towards killing the chela they gossip about. It is about killing your
soul through gossip which I suffered from XX.”
“Is she still around?”
“You see, these so-called leaders of the ICBM group are ones
that fill their minds at Bozeman with the thoughts of gossip and
hatred. So why does God Helios not answer their calls? Have you
thought about that? It is that they are thinking the daggers.”
“I am a musician. Please do not ask me to go to these
services. I hear their hearts. I hear their voices and their hearts of
daggers of gossip and hatred are written in their eyes, their voices, in
their decree work.”
On the posted 33.00 decree, he said, “If I ever were to find
decrees given this way again, I would go to the decree services, but
please do not ask me to attend these group services at Bozeman or
Minneapolis or the Ranch where they are filled with shack rapist in
the pews, filled with $9,000,000 bounties in a bounty-hunting to kill
another staff member. Please!”
“I have spoken to my mother who is ascended on this since I
am forevermore a decree leader having been in the Paradise Players
and the Excelsior music group. I asked someone who has sight, and
this is what my mother said, “I understand what you are saying.
Their hatred is not about you. It is about their hatred of life, of the
Teachings, and it is best you not be near these type people. Work on
the days of the services so you do not have to attend them.”
BELOVED BURNJEH, Physician: What is being said is that the 18
people have an intention that is both subconscious and conscious.
Nancy of Oregon: After Friday’s service, some are planning to get
the $9,000,000 booty for bounty-hunting.
ANDREA of Chicago: There is no $9,000,000! You will never see
a cent of it! You might get $4,000, but even that, they take back
from you after killing you.
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NATHAN the Judge: How do you tell then who are the gossip
mongers? Who are these daggers in their cloak types? You would
see that, they are not ones to give the decrees as Elizabeth taught
them.
JUDGE Oliver Wendell Holmes: You ask them. These are the
ways that Elizabeth Prophet taught as how to give the 33.00 and
other decrees.
We are returning to this standard and not your standard of the
“molasses” decree session.
If you are not able to follow this designation of the decree
work, you need to leave us off to be able to reach this level as then
we are doing what is the work of the decrees, the bringing about of
the Ruby Ray and the Violet Flame and the others.
Blue Ray decrees.
However if you insist on your standard and not the standard
that we well remember as the standard of Elizabeth Prophet, then
this is actually reflective of your state of being and has nothing to do
with where this Church must go. Must go. It is the way to the
ascension. For me. For you, you and you.
And if their way is the slow decrees without the fire but
reflects any conundrum of hatred and calumny, then this is not the
place for them. They would be happier elsewhere exchanging their
gossip. At an alcoholic bar perhaps. But elsewhere. Not here. There
is an injustice here, they must go, they must seek as water does, go
seek their own level.
Archangel Chamuel: We ask the Bozeman leaders to not let
these 18 back in.
________________
MOTHER MARY: We are posting the draft 33.00 now.
MOSHE: You can see to having the registration table with the
questionnaire asking the pertinent questions before people come into
the dividing of the sheep and goats as to who can come into the
service tonight.
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